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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a hypothesis testing based
sequential frame synchronization technique that is robust against
fluctuations and imperfect estimation of channel gain at the re-
ceiver. The proposed detector uses division in the decision rule
to cancel the effect of channel gain, and therefore is called divi-
sion based hypothesis testing (DHT). We show that the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) of DHT is close to the optimal
likelihood ratio test (LRT), while the optimal LRT requires perfect
knowledge of noise and channel gain at the receiver. Further, we
use three performance metrics, namely, the probability of false
synchronization Pfs, average reception duration lrx, and probabil-
ity of missed synchronization Pms, to compare the performance of
hypothesis testing against that of point estimation. We analytically
show that hypothesis testing can have better reliability and lower
energy consumption than point estimation if the probability of
false alarm of the hypothesis testing is lower than the minimum
of two thresholds. The cost of hypothesis testing is an arbitrarily
small Pms while point estimation can have zero Pms. A modified
implementation of hypothesis testing is also introduced to further
reduce the energy consumption.

Index Terms—Frame synchronization, hypothesis testing, sync
word detection, division based hypothesis testing, likelihood ratio
test, point estimation, enhanced WWVB broadcast.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN THIS paper, we consider data-aided frame synchroniza-
tion techniques, in which a predetermined synchronization

word (sync word) is periodically inserted in a frame. In additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels, optimal data-aided
frame synchronization based on maximum likelihood (ML)
criteria is first proposed in [1], and has been extended to
M-ary modulations [2], [3] and receivers with phase offset
[4]–[6]. These frame synchronization techniques assume the
frame length, lf , is fixed and known. Therefore, for each of
the lf possible positions that the length-ls sync word starts
from, a desired metric is evaluated over the received symbols.
The position that yields the maximum metric among all the lf
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positions is selected as the estimated timing. Such an estimation
technique is referred to as one-shot point estimation [7].

For frames with variable lengths, sequential frame synchro-
nization based on hypothesis testing is proposed [7]–[15]. In
hypothesis testing, a metric is evaluated upon observing ls
symbols, and compared against a certain threshold to determine
whether hypothesis H0 or hypothesis H1 is to be chosen.
Hypothesis H0 corresponds to the case where the sync word
is not present, and hypothesis H1 corresponds to the sync
word being present. The synchronizer locks on the timing if
hypothesis H1 is chosen; otherwise, the receiver continues to
receive the subsequent symbol to evaluate the new sequence of
ls received symbols.

An advantage of sequential synchronization is its applicabil-
ity in systems with large frame lengths. An example of such a
system is WWVB, a low-rate time code broadcast system, in
which the transmission in Long mode involves a sync word of
length 17 minutes that is transmitted only once a day [16]. The
transmission in Long mode corresponds to a frame length of
24 hours. Therefore, it is both time consuming and energy inef-
ficient to perform point estimation for synchronization, since a
timing decision can be made only after receiving for an entire
day. In such cases, the average time to make a decision is shorter
with sequential frame synchronization than point estimation. A
challenge with sequential synchronization in WWVB receivers
is the variation in channel gain caused by the time-varying
propagation losses due to the sun’s effect on the ionosphere
[17]. This results in unstable performance of the synchronizer,
where performance of a sequential synchronizer generally
refers to the operating point (a pair of probability of false
alarm and probability of detection) along the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve, and in this paper can also refer to
the set of three probabilities derived from ROC: probability of
false synchronization, probability of missed synchronization,
and average reception duration, which will be introduced later.
Further, the performance of sequential synchronization is also
sensitive to the uncertainty in channel gain, since the selection
of a detection threshold would depend on the knowledge of
channel gain at the receiver. The uncertainty in the channel
characteristics is a result of the unknown propagation losses and
interference levels.

Most existing hypothesis testing methods assume perfect
knowledge of channel gain [8]–[15], and the variation and
imperfect knowledge of channel gain will result in a failure
to maintain the desired operating point. For equal energy
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constellations, one option to overcome the inaccuracy in chan-
nel gain estimation is to make bit decisions before synchro-
nization. For example, after making bit decisions for BPSK
modulated signals, the channel is effectively modeled as a Bi-
nary Symmetric Channel (BSC) for synchronization purposes,
and hence the channel gain does not affect the synchronization
performance [18]. However, for receivers operating in low SNR
conditions, such as a radio-controlled clock (RCC) for the
WWVB broadcast [16], [19], accurate bit decisions cannot be
made before the synchronization. Since the synchronization
process exploits the entire known sequence representing the
sync word, it has higher effective output SNR than the SNR
per bit. A likelihood ratio test (LRT) based hypothesis testing
for M-PSK, that is robust against signal level uncertainty, is
proposed in [7]. The LRT based hypothesis testing in [7]
is able to overcome a frequency offset as large as 10% of
the symbol rate, by integrating the unknown frequency and
phase offsets according to their known distributions. This paper
focuses on the methodology of using division in the decision
rule to overcome channel gain uncertainties, as well as on its
performance comparison with the conventional synchronizer.
Therefore, in the analyses we assume that frequency and phase
offsets are negligible. In high data rate systems, where the
frequency offset is negligible in a sync word duration, the
principles of the proposed division based hypothesis testing
(DHT) are applicable in a phase-locked loop, such as a search
acquisition system in CDMA [20]. In a low data rate sys-
tem such as the WWVB broadcast and receivers, where the
relative frequency offset may be large, joint frequency and
timing sequential estimation based on a similar technique of
using division can be used [21]. The first objective of this
work is to propose a hypothesis testing based synchronizer
that does not require knowledge of channel gain in coherent
detection.

The second objective of this work is to perform a fair compar-
ison between point estimation and hypothesis testing, including
reliability and energy consumption metrics. The performance
evaluation of point estimation is commonly based on its relia-
bility (probability of false synchronization or its complement)
given fixed energy consumption [1]–[6]. In contrast, the per-
formance of sequential synchronization is commonly given by
ROC [7]–[13], which does not directly relate to the reliability
or the energy consumption of the synchronizer. Performance
metrics other than ROC for a sequential synchronizer have
been used in [7], [15], [22], but they do not capture both the
reliability and the energy consumption of the synchronizer.
The performance metrics in [14] capture both reliability and
energy consumption, but assume that the acquisition time can
be arbitrarily long, which is impractical for applications such as
WWVB receivers.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• A sequential synchronization technique based on hypoth-
esis testing, called DHT, is proposed. Analysis shows
that the performance of DHT is only slightly inferior to
that of the optimal LRT [8], and is better than that of
the GLRT (generalized log-likelihood ratio test) with un-
known distribution of data [10], denoted by GLRTd. The

optimal LRT assumes that perfect channel state informa-
tion (CSI) is available at the receiver, where CSI in this
paper refers to the values of channel gain and noise level.

• The proposed DHT technique does not require knowl-
edge of CSI to compute the decision rule, and the
selection of decision threshold to maintain the desired
performance is robust to imperfect knowledge of SNR
conditions. Therefore, DHT is insensitive to channel vari-
ations and gain uncertainties. While analysis shows that
the performance of optimal LRT, GLRTd and correlation
are sensitive to inaccuracies in channel gain estimation,
DHT exhibits robust performance even with channel gain
estimation errors.

• We characterize the performance of sequential hypoth-
esis testing using three metrics: the probability of false
synchronization Pfs, the probability of missed synchro-
nization Pms, and the average reception duration lrx.
Theoretical approximations and upper bounds of the
three metrics are derived and used to compare hypothesis
testing against point estimation (maximum likelihood
estimation and the simplified correlation operation) for
any lengths of frame and sync word.

• The impact of selecting different parameters on the
synchronizer’s performance is studied. By varying the
decision threshold and the maximum search window, we
can effectively control the tradeoff between energy con-
sumption, reliability, and the capability of locking onto
an estimated frame timing. We also compare hypothesis
testing against point estimation in terms of both reliabil-
ity and average energy consumption. Given a hypothesis
testing with certain probability of detection, Pd, and a
point estimation with certain Pfs, if the probability of
false alarm, Pf , of the hypothesis testing is lower than a
threshold associated with reliability, ξ1, and/or lower than
another threshold associated with energy consumption,
ξ2, the hypothesis testing is guaranteed to have better
reliability and/or lower energy consumption than the
point estimation, at the cost of an arbitrarily small Pms.

• Analysis shows that the average reception duration of
a conventional implementation of hypothesis testing is
longer than that of point estimation if the sync word
is long with respect to the frame length. A modified
implementation of hypothesis testing is introduced to
reduce the reception duration at the cost of larger buffer
size. Analysis also shows that the modified DHT can
dramatically reduce lrx compared with point estimation,
if the ratio of sync word to frame length is small. The
reduction in reception duration becomes marginal as the
relative sync word length increases.

II. SIGNAL MODEL AND DERIVATION OF DHT

We assume BPSK modulation with coherent reception. For
sequential synchronization, the receiver receives ls consecutive
symbols and determines if these symbols are a sync word
sequence (hypothesis H1) or a sequence of random data (hy-
pothesis H0). Note that we ignore the case in which the received
symbols are partially from a sync word sequence and partially
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random data, because this case can be regarded as pure random
data for an appropriately designed sync word [10]. Assuming
symbol timing is known, the received signal, rk, at the output of
matched filtering is:

rk = Ask + wk (1)

where wk ∼ N (0, σ 2 = N0
2 ) is real valued AWGN, and A is a

real positive channel gain, which can be regarded as a constant
throughout a sync word duration but may vary gradually in
a long frame, as in the case of Long mode in the WWVB
broadcast. The transmitted symbol sk is given by:

sk =
{

dk if H0 is true
ck if H1 is true

(2)

where the sync word vector c = [c0, c1, . . . , cls−1] and ran-
dom data vector d = [d0, d1, . . . , dls−1]. Both the sync word
and data are BPSK modulated, such that at baseband ck, dk ∈
{−1, 1}.

The conditional pdf, p(r|H1, A, σ 2), of the length-ls received
signal r under hypothesis H1 is:

p
(

r|H1, A, σ 2
)

=
(

1√
2πσ 2

)ls ls−1∏
i=0

e
− (ri−Aci)

2

2σ2 . (3)

The conditional pdf, p(r|H0, A, σ 2, d), of the received signal
under hypothesis H0 is:

p
(

r|H0, A, σ 2, d
)

=
(

1√
2πσ 2

)ls ls−1∏
i=0

e
− (ri−Adi)

2

2σ2 . (4)

Let p0 and p1 denote, respectively, the probabilities of “−1” and
“+1” being transmitted in the random data. The conditional pdf
under H0 becomes:

p
(

r|H0, A, σ 2
)
=
(

1√
2πσ 2

)ls ls−1∏
i=0

(
p0e

− (ri−A)2

2σ2 + p1e
− (ri+A)2

2σ2

)
.

(5)

Therefore, assuming p0 = p1 = 1
2 , the LRT based hypothesis

testing is:

p
(
r|H0, A, σ 2

)
p
(
r|H1, A, σ 2

) ⇒
ls−1∑
i=0

ln(1 + e−2Arici/σ
2
)

H0
≷
H1

λL. (6)

If the distribution of random data symbols is unknown, we
substitute the ML decision of random data d̂i = sign(ri) into
(4), and the likelihood function becomes:

p
(

r|H0, A, σ 2, d̂
)

=
(

1√
2πσ 2

)ls
e
−

∑ls−1
i=0 r2

i −2A|ri|+A2

2σ2 . (7)

The hypothesis testing based on GLRT given channel gain A
and noise power σ 2 is:

p
(

r|H0, A, σ 2, d̂
)

p
(
r|H1, A, σ 2

) H0
≷
H1

λ′′
Gd

⇒
ls−1∑
i=0

(|ri| − rici)
H0
≷
H1

λGd . (8)

Criterion (8) is GLRT with unknown distribution of data [10],
denoted by GLRTd. By removing the “correction” term [1],∑ls−1

i=0 |ri|, the commonly used correlation approach is obtained
and is given by:

ls−1∑
i=0

rici

H1
≷
H0

λcorr. (9)

Among LRT (6), GLRTd (8) and correlation (9), only LRT
requires CSI (σ 2 and A) to perform the decision rule. Further,
although no CSI is needed to compute the decision rule for
GLRTd and correlation, the desired operating point (equiv-
alently, the performance) of the three algorithms cannot be
maintained with imperfect or varying A at the receiver with a
fixed threshold λ [23].

To obtain a hypothesis testing that does not require CSI, we
exploit the GLRT criterion under two different assumptions.

• Unknown A and known σ 2

First, we assume that only thermal noise is present at the re-
ceiver (i.e., no unknown levels of interference). Hence, although
A is unknown due to inaccuracy in channel gain estimation or
variation in propagation loss, the value of thermal noise, σ 2, is
known. The corresponding decision rule, GLRTd,A, is given by:

p
(

r|H0, ÂH0 , σ
2, d̂

)
p
(

r|H1, ÂH1 , σ
2
) H0

≷
H1

λGd,A

⇒
(ls−1∑

i=0

|ri|
)2

−
(ls−1∑

i=0

rici

)2
H0
≷
H1

λGd,A (10)

where ÂH0 and ÂH1 are derived by maximizing (7) and (3)
respectively, given by:

ÂH0 =
∑ls−1

i=0 |ri|
ls

(11)

and

ÂH1 =
∑ls−1

i=0 rici

ls
. (12)

• Unknown A and unknown σ 2

Second, we assume that both interference and noise are
present at the receiver, and therefore both A and σ 2 are
unknown. The corresponding decision rule, GLRTd,A,σ 2 , is
given by:

p
(

r|H0, ÂH0 , σ̂
2
H0

, d̂
)

p
(

r|H1, ÂH1 , σ̂
2
H1

) H0
≷
H1

λGd,A,σ2

⇒
ls
∑ls−1

i=0 r2
i −

(∑ls−1
j=0 rjcj

)2

ls
∑ls−1

i=0 r2
i −

(∑ls−1
j=0 |rj|

)2

H0
≷
H1

λGd,A,σ2 (13)
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where ÂH0 and ÂH1 are given respectively by (11) and (12).
The estimates of noise variance, σ̂ 2

H0
and σ̂ 2

H1
, are derived by

maximizing (7) and (3) respectively, resulting in:

σ̂ 2
H0

=
∑ls−1

i=0

(
|ri| − ÂH0

)2

ls
(14)

and

σ̂ 2
H1

=
∑ls−1

i=0

(
ri − ÂH1 ci

)2

ls
. (15)

By comparing GLRTd (8), GLRTd,A (10) and GLRTd,A,σ 2

(13), we see that all the decision rules involve comparison
between

∑ls−1
i=0 rici and

∑ls−1
i=0 |ri|. This comparison is in the

form of either subtraction or division, where the latter also
has other common terms in the numerator and denominator.
Further, we can observe that the effect of channel gain can be
canceled by the form of division in the decision rule, such as
in GLRTd,A,σ 2 , which does not require CSI for calculating the
decision rule or for maintaining the performance. However, it
is clear that the performance of GLRTd,A,σ 2 is worse than that
of GLRTd and GLRTd,A due to the introduction of unknown
variables, where having worse performance can be reflected by
a lower probability of detection when operating with the same
probability of false alarm. We also note that the values of the
numerator and the denominator of GLRTd,A,σ 2 are dominated

by the common term ls
∑ls−1

i=0 r2
i , especially for the numerator

under hypothesis H0. Since the above GLRT decision rules
all involve comparison between

∑ls−1
i=0 rici and

∑ls−1
i=0 |ri|, we

remove the common term in the numerator and denominator
of GLRTd,A,σ 2 in (13) to improve the performance. A similar
approach to remove the common terms in the hypothesis testing
is presented in [7], resulting in a double correlation and an en-
ergy correction term in the numerator and denominator, respec-
tively. Numerical analysis shows that removing the common
terms improves the performance [7]. Therefore, we propose a
new hypothesis testing technique that we term division based
hypothesis testing (DHT), which is given by:∑ls−1

i=0 rici∑ls−1
i=0 |ri|

H1
≷
H0

η (16)

where the threshold is in the range 0 < η < 1. The decision rule
(16) uses division, in contrast to subtraction, of log-likelihood
functions to remove the effect of a varying or inaccurate esti-
mate of channel gain.

III. ROC OF DHT IN AWGN CHANNELS

We now evaluate the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
of DHT and show, using numerical evaluation, that the ROC of
DHT is nearly optimal. We rewrite (16) as:

V =
ls−1∑
i=0

rici − η|rici|
H1
≷
H0

0. (17)

Let vi = rici − η|rici|, and ψi = rici. Clearly,

vi =
{

(1 − η)ψi if ψi ≥ 0
(1 + η)ψi otherwise.

(18)

By using the rules for transformation of random variables
(RVs), the conditional pdf, fvi|Hl is:

fvi|Hl(ν) = 1

1−η
fψi|Hl

(
ν

1−η

)
u(ν)+ 1

1+η
fψi|Hl

(
ν

1+η

)
u(−ν)

(19)

where fψi|Hl is the pdf of ψi given Hl is true, and l can be either
0 or 1. The unit step function is denoted by u(ν). Given equal
probability of “−1” and “+1” in the random data, the pdf of ψi

under hypothesis H0 is:

fψi|H0(ν) = 1

2

1√
2πσ 2

e−(ν−A)2/2σ 2 + 1

2

1√
2πσ 2

e−(ν+A)2/2σ 2
.

(20)

Substituting (20) into (19) and using change of variable from
ν

1−η
and − ν

1+η
to ν, the characteristic function of vi under H0 is:

	vi|H0(z)

= 1

2
√

2πσ 2

[∫ ∞

0

(
e
− (ν−A)2

2σ2 + e
− (ν+A)2

2σ2

)
ej2π(1−η)zνdν

+
∫ ∞

0

(
e
− (ν+A)2

2σ2 + e
− (ν−A)2

2σ2

)
e−j2π(1+η)zνdν

]

= 1√
2πσ 2

e
− A2

2σ2

[∫ ∞

0
e
− ν2

2σ2 +
(

A
σ2 −j2πηz

)
ν

cos(2πzν)dν

+
∫ ∞

0
e
− ν2

2σ2 −
(

A
σ2 +j2πηz

)
ν

cos(2πzν)dν

]
. (21)

The pdf of ψi under hypothesis H1 is:

fψi|H1(ν) = 1√
2πσ 2

e−(ν−A)2/2σ 2
. (22)

Substituting (22) into (19), changing the variable from ν
1−η

and
− ν

1+η
to ν, and using the identity [24]∫ ∞

0
e−(aν2+2bν+c)dν = 1

2

√
π

a
e

b2−ac
a erfc

b√
a

(R{a} > 0) ,

(23)

we obtain the characteristic function of vi under H1, given by

	vi|H1(z)

= 1√
2πσ 2

[∫ ∞

0
e
− (ν−A)2

2σ2 ej2π(1−η)zνdν

+
∫ ∞

0
e
− (ν+A)2

2σ2 e−j2π(1+η)zνdν

]

= 1

2
e
− A2

2σ2

[
e

(
A
σ2 +j2π(1−η)z

)2
σ2
2

· erfc
(
−(

A
σ2 +j2π(1−η)z

)
σ√

2

)

+ e

(
A
σ2 +j2π(1+η)z

)2
σ2
2 · erfc

((
A
σ2+j2π(1+η)z

)
σ√

2

)]
. (24)
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Since the noise samples are uncorrelated Gaussian RVs, the
characteristic function of V is:

	V|Hl(z) =
ls−1∏
i=0

	vi|Hl(z). (25)

The probability of false alarm, Pf , can be calculated as:

Pf = Pr(V > 0|H0) = 1 − FV|H0(0)

= 0.5 +
∫ ∞

0
R

{
	V|H0(z)

jπz

}
dz (26)

where FV|Hl is the cdf of V under hypothesis Hl. The probability
of detection, Pd, can be calculated as:

Pd = Pr(V > 0|H1) = 1 − FV|H1(0)

= 0.5 +
∫ ∞

0
R

{
	V|H1(z)

jπz

}
dz. (27)

Although the case in which the received symbols are partially
from the sync word sequence and partially random data was
ignored in the derivation of DHT and its subsequent ROC
evaluation, the probability of false alarm in this scenario will
be used later to calculate the upper bound of the performance
metrics. Let us denote by H(n)

p the hypothesis that the received
signal is a portion of the sync word shifted by n bits and its
remainder is random data. The characteristic function of vi

under H(n)
p , 	vi|Hn

p
, is given by substituting

fψi|Hn
p
(ν) = 1√

2πσ 2
e−(ν+A)2/2σ 2

(28)

into (19) if ci+n = −ci, and substituting (22) into (19) if
ci+n = ci. Similarly, due to independence of noise samples, the
characteristic function of V is:

	
V|H(n)

p
(z) =

ls−n−1∏
i=0

	vi|Hn
p
(z)

ls−1∏
i=ls−n

	vi|H0(z). (29)

The probability of false alarm under hypothesis H(n)
p , P(n)

f , can
be calculated as:

P(n)
f = 0.5 +

∫ ∞

0
R

{
	

V|H(n)
p

(z)

jπz

}
dz. (30)

Fig. 1(a) shows the ROC of various hypothesis testing tech-
niques, including optimal LRT, the proposed DHT, GLRTd,
GLRTd,σ 2 , and GLRTd,A,σ 2 , assuming coherent detection and
perfect receiver CSI. The sync word used is the 106-bit timing
word used in the Medium mode of the enhanced WWVB
broadcast (3475966E30B4E950B8B5B7F8124, in hexadeci-
mal) [25]. Simulation results are shown as discrete points, and
analytical results are shown in continuous lines. As expected,
the performance of GLRT techniques degrades as the number
of random parameters considered in the likelihood function
increases, and hence the levels of performance based on GLRT
from best to worst are: GLRTd, GLRTd,σ 2 , and GLRTd,A,σ 2 .

Fig. 1. ROC curves for different hypothesis testing techniques for ls = 106 at
Eb/N0 = −9 dB, and known A and σ 2. (a) Normal view. (b) Zoomed-in view.

To further compare the performance between LRT [8],
GLRTd [10], correlation and DHT, Fig. 1(b) zooms into the
upper left corner of the ROC. First, we observe that the analyt-
ical results match the simulation results for the proposed DHT.
Second, while operating in the absence of CSI, DHT is only
slightly inferior to the optimal LRT approach, which requires
perfect CSI to both compute the decision rule and to main-
tain the desired performance. Since GLRT is not necessarily
optimal when a random parameter with unknown distribution
is involved [26], the proposed DHT is better than GLRTd and
correlation, both of which require perfect knowledge of channel
gain to maintain a desired level of performance. Note that better
performance refers to higher Pd given the same Pf , or lower
Pf given the same Pd. Counter-intuitively, the performance of
correlation, which has simplified implementation, is slightly
better than that of GLRTd with the sync word length of 106.
By contrast, the performance of correlation is inferior to that of
GLRTd with shorter sync word length [10].

To quantify the sensitivity to inaccurate channel gain estima-
tion, Fig. 2 shows the operating point of the four approaches
with sync word length ls = 106 at fixed Eb/N0 = −9 dB.
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Fig. 2. Operating points at Eb/N0 = −9 dB with sync word length ls = 106
and actual channel gain A = 1, while the receiver assumes channel gain Â =
[0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.1, 1.2].

The decision thresholds are η = 0.33 for DHT, λ = 72 for LRT,
λ = 122 for GLRTd, and λ = 61.8 for correlation. While the
actual channel gain is A = 1, LRT, GLRTd and correlation
assume Â = [0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.1, 1.2] for the five operating points
in Fig. 2. Clearly, the operating points of the LRT, correlation
and GLRTd change with a fixed threshold due to variations in
channel gain. Table I shows the normalized error in operating
point with a wider range of erroneously estimated channel gain
Â. The normalized error is defined as the ratio |Pa − P|/P,
where Pa and P are the actual and desired probabilities (of false
alarm or detection), respectively. Specifically, with the assumed
operating point, 10% inaccuracy in channel gain estimation
leads to variations in Pf of over 44%, 83%, and 57% for
LRT, GLRTd and correlation, respectively, and variations in Pd

of over 0.5%, 1%, and 1% for LRT, GLRTd and correlation,
respectively. By contrast, DHT can maintain the same operat-
ing point under a given SNR, despite errors in channel gain
estimation. Therefore, DHT is not included in Table I.

In practice, the synchronization threshold is usually fixed,
unless SNR information or performance statistics are available.
Fig. 3 shows the sensitivity of the operating point to SNR
conditions using a fixed threshold, assuming the channel gain
knowledge is perfect. The threshold for a particular approach is
chosen to achieve the optimal operating point (i.e., the highest
Pd) given the maximum tolerable Pf of 10−4 at −12 dB
with sync word length ls = 106. It is interesting to note that
both Pf and Pd increase (or decrease) with increasing SNR
for the GLRTd (or correlation) approach, because the noise
level directly affects the value of the left hand side (LHS) of
the criterion. By contrast, Pf decreases and Pd increases with
increasing SNR for the DHT and LRT approaches, because
the effect of noise on the value of the LHS of the criterion
is mitigated by the division structure of the DHT criterion
and the division of noise power in the LRT criterion. This
indicates that when using a fixed threshold, both Pf and Pd

improve with increasing SNR for DHT and LRT, whereas either
Pf or Pd improves and the other degrades for GLRTd and
correlation. Therefore, in practice, one could choose a threshold

that guarantees Pf lower than the maximum tolerable Pf , and Pd

higher than the minimum required Pd for DHT and LRT, and
the minimum required SNR for the system is the lowest SNR
that could satisfy these conditions using the chosen threshold.
Further, since Pf of DHT is insensitive to SNR conditions, as
shown in Fig. 3, this threshold selection approach could offer
a near-optimal operating point for DHT at all SNR conditions.
Therefore, the selection of threshold for DHT is also insensitive
to SNR conditions, which is advantageous in wireless commu-
nication systems.

IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR SEQUENTIAL

SYNCHRONIZATION TECHNIQUES

The ROC includes probability of false alarm, Pf , and proba-
bility of detection, Pd, and measures the performance of the hy-
pothesis testing in one single decision over ls received symbols.
However, a synchronization attempt includes several receptions
until the decision rule chooses H1, or until the maximum
search window is reached. Therefore, we use the following
three metrics to capture the overall performance of the synchro-
nization attempt. First, the probability of false synchronization
Pfs measures the probability of locking onto a wrong timing
and thus reflects the reliability of the synchronizer. Second,
contrary to the approach in [14] and in [22], we assume that
the synchronization is performed within a maximum search
window l, and the probability of missed synchronization Pms

is the probability of the synchronizer not being able to lock
onto any timings within this maximum search window l. A
finite maximum search window is practical in many appli-
cations because missed synchronization could suggest some
action should be taken to get synchronized sooner, such as
relocating the receiver to a better location to avoid strong
sources of electromagnetic interference (EMI) that often limit
the operation of WWVB receivers, instead of wasting time and
energy in continuing to attempt to lock onto the desired timing
in harsh SNR conditions. Third, the energy consumption of the
synchronizer is reflected by the average reception duration lrx.
Further, we show the relationships between the three metrics
(Pfs, Pms, and lrx) and ROC (Pf and Pd), for a given frame
length lf and maximum search window l.

A. Analytical Approximation of the Performance Metrics

To include the start position, m, of the received ls consecutive
symbols r = [rm, rm+1, . . . , rm+ls−1] in the decision rule (16),
the decision rule can be rewritten as:

∑ls−1
i=0 ri+mci∑ls−1
i=0 |ri+m|

H1
≷
H0

η. (31)

Let Wm denote the LHS of the decision rule (31) at time
m ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , l − 1}. Since RVs {Wi} are not mutually in-
dependent, the exact derivations of metrics are prohibitively
complicated [22], [27]. One way to get an approximate ana-
lytical expression for the metrics is to ignore the dependencies
between Wi, since a sync word that is appropriately designed for
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TABLE I
NORMALIZED ERRORS IN OPERATING POINT CAUSED BY INACCURACY IN CHANNEL GAIN ESTIMATION

Fig. 3. Probability of false alarm and probability of detection using a fixed
threshold with sync word length ls = 106 under different SNR conditions.

frame synchronization purposes can justify this independence
approximation [22], [28], [29]. The approximation is therefore:

Pr{X, Wk−1 ≤ η, . . . , W0 ≤ η}
≈ Pr{X} Pr{Wk−1 ≤ η} . . . Pr{W0 ≤ η} (32)

where event X can represent event Wk ≤ η or event Wk > η. To
simplify the resulting expressions, we also assume that the max-
imum search window, l, is an integer multiple of frame length,
lf , i.e., l = Nf lf . The set of all the kth timings in the frames is de-
noted as 
k = {k, . . . , (Nf − 1)lf + k}, where 0 ≤ k ≤ lf − 1.
The estimated timing μ̂ = jlf + k, i.e., the estimated timing is
time k in the jth frame, where 0 ≤ j ≤ Nf − 1. Therefore, the
probability of false alarm Pf = Pr{Wjlf +k > η} if μ̂ = jlf + k �∈

m, and the probability of detection Pd = Pr{Wjlf +k > η} if
μ̂ = jlf + k ∈ 
m. Let us divide all the timings in the jth frame
into three disjoint sets: Ij,1 = {0, . . . , m − 1} Ij,2 = {m}, and
Ij,3 = {m + 1, . . . , lf − 1}. Clearly, set Ij,1 includes all timings
before the correct timing in the jth frame, set Ij,2 is the correct
timing in the jth frame, and set Ij,3 includes all timings after
the correct timing in the jth frame. Assuming independence
between {Wi}, the conditional probability Pμ̂=jlf +k|μ∈
m is ap-
proximated by:

Pr(μ̂ = jlf + k|μ ∈ 
m)

≈

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Pf (1 − Pd)
j(1 − Pf )

j(lf −1)+k if k ∈ Ij,1

Pd(1 − Pd)
j(1 − Pf )

j(lf −1)+m if k ∈ Ij,2

Pf (1 − Pd)
j+1(1 − Pf )

j(lf −1)+k−1 if k ∈ Ij,3.

(33)

Note that Ij,1 = ∅ if m = 0, and Ij,3 = ∅ if m = lf − 1. There-
fore, given μ ∈ 
m, the approximate conditional probability of
false synchronization, Pfs|μ∈
m , is:

Pfs|μ∈
m =
Nf −1∑
j=0

lf −1∑
k=0
k �=m

Pr(μ̂ = jlf + k|μ ∈ 
m)

≈
Nf −1∑
j=0

⎡
⎣Pf (1−Pd)

j
m−1∑
k=0

(1−Pf )
j(lf −1)+k

+ Pf (1−Pd)
j+1

lf −1∑
k=m+1

(1−Pf )
j(lf −1)+k−1

⎤
⎦.

(34)

Assuming the correct timing is equally likely to be any timing
in a frame, Pfs is given by:

Pfs ≈ 1

lf

lf −1∑
m=0

Pfs|μ∈
m . (35)

The probability of missed synchronization, Pms, can be approx-
imated as:

Pms ≈ (1 − Pf )
l−Nf (1 − Pd)

Nf . (36)

Given that the correct timing μ ∈ 
m, the conditional reception
duration lrx|μ∈
m can be approximated as:

lrx|μ∈
m

=
Nf −1∑
j=0

lf −1∑
k=0

Pr(μ̂ = jlf + k|μ ∈ 
m)(jlf + k + ls)

+ Pms(Nf lf + ls − 1)

≈
Nf −1∑
j=0

⎡
⎣Pf (1 − Pd)

j
m−1∑
k=0

(1 − Pf )
j(lf −1)+k(jlf + k + ls)

+ Pd(1 − Pd)
j(1 − Pf )

j(lf −1)+m(jlf + m + ls)

+ Pf (1−Pd)
j+1

lf −1∑
k=m+1

(1−Pf )
j(lf −1)+k−1(jlf +k+ls)

⎤
⎦

+ Pms(Nf lf + ls − 1). (37)
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Fig. 4. Illustration of upper bound of probabilities in (40).

Assuming the correct timing is equally likely to be any timing
in a frame, the approximate conditional lrx is:

lrx ≈ 1

lf

lf −1∑
m=0

lrx|μ∈
m . (38)

B. Upper Bounds of the Performance Metrics

The accuracy of the approximate performance metrics de-
pends on the sync word sequence used, since the dependency
assumption is only valid for the appropriately designed sync
word with small correlation between random variables {Wi}.
Therefore, it is also useful to derive an upper bound for the
performance metrics, using the following inequality:

Pr{Xi, Wi−1 ≤ η, . . . , W0 ≤ η}
≤ Pr

{
Xi, Wi−ls ≤ η, . . . , Wi−(g−1)ls ≤ η

}
(39)

where g is the largest integer such that i − (g − 1)ls ≥ 0, i.e.,

g =
⌊

i
ls

+ 1
⌋

, and event Xi can represent event Wi ≤ η or event

Wi > η. Since Wi is independent of Wk if |i − k| ≥ ls, we get:

Pr{Xi, Wi−1 ≤ η, . . . , W0 ≤ η}
≤ Pr{Xi} Pr{Wi−ls ≤ η} . . . Pr

{
Wi−(g−1)ls ≤ η

}
. (40)

From (40), we observe that the upper bound is derived by first
dividing the joint event of {Xi, Wi−1 ≤ η, . . . , W0 ≤ η} into g
disjoint sets of events, including the last g − 1 event sets having
ls events in each set: Sg−1 = {Xi, Wi−1 ≤ η, . . . , Wi−ls+1 ≤
η}, Sg−2 = {Wi−ls ≤ η, . . . , Wi−2ls+1 ≤ η}, . . . and the first
event set having no more than ls events: S0 = {Wi−(g−1)ls ≤
η, . . . , W0 ≤ η}. Since the last event of each set, Xi, Wi−ls ≤ η,
Wi−2ls ≤ η, . . ., Wi−(g−1)ls ≤ η, are mutually independent for
AWGN channels, the probability of the joint event is upper
bounded by the product of the probability of the last event of
every set Sk for 0 ≤ k ≤ g − 1, as shown in (40). Fig. 4 shows
the division of event sets, where the correct timing in each
frame is marked by a red dot and the last event of each set is
denoted by an arrow.

To obtain a tighter upper bound, the smallest Pr(Wk ≤ η)

is chosen as the last event of each set, resulting in a different
division of sets than that shown in Fig. 4. First, the upper bound
for conditional probability of false synchronization given the
correct timing μ ∈ 
m, Pfs|μ∈
m , is:

Pfs|μ∈
m ≤ PUB
fs|μ∈
m

=
l−1∑
i=0

i �∈
m

PrUB(μ̂ = i|μ ∈ 
m) (41)

where PrUB(μ̂ = i|μ ∈ 
m) can be categorized into four cases
based on the relative position between the estimated timing i
and the correct timing m, with different division of sets for the
four cases. The four cases are: i is before and within ls symbols
of the correct timing, i is the correct timing, i is after and within
ls symbols of the correct timing, and i is more than ls symbols
away from the correct timing. The division of sets in the four
cases is shown in Appendix A. The upper bounds of the four
cases are given by

Pr UB(μ̂ = i|μ ∈ 
m)

=

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1 − Pd)
β(1 − Pf )

γ P
(βlf +m−i)
f

if 0 < βlf + m − i < ls

min
(

Pd, 1− P(1)
f , . . . , 1−P(ls−1)

f

)
(1−Pd)

β(1−Pf )
ξ

if i ∈ 
m

min
(

P
(i−[(β−1)lf +m])
f , 1−Pd

)
(1−Pd)

β−1(1−Pf )
α

if 0 < i − [
(β − 1)lf + m

]
< ls and β ≥ 1

(1 − Pd)
β(1 − Pf )

γ Pf otherwise
(42)

where min(A, B, C, . . . , Z) is the minimum among A, B, . . . and

Z, β =
⌈

i−m
lf

⌉
and indicates the number of correct timings that

have passed if the evaluated portion of received signal starts at
time i. Therefore, β is also the number of event sets with event
of missed detection as the last event. Integers γ , ξ , and α are the
numbers of event sets with the event of W ≤ η|H0 (complement
of false alarm) as the last event in the four cases, where W is the
LHS of the decision criterion. Integer γ = ∑β+1

n=1 γn, and γn is
given by:

γn =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⌊
i
ls

⌋
if n = 1 and β = 0⌊

m
ls

⌋
if n = 1 and β ≥ 1⌊

lf −ls
ls

⌋
if 2 ≤ n ≤ β and β ≥ 2⌊

i−(lf (β−1)+m)−ls
ls

⌋
if n = β + 1 and β ≥ 1.

(43)

Integer ξ = ∑β+1
n=1 ξn, and ξn is:

ξn =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

⌊
i
ls

⌋
if n = 1 and β ≥ 0⌊

lf −ls
ls

⌋
if 2 ≤ n ≤ β and β ≥ 2⌊

ψ3−ls
ls

⌋
if n = β + 1 and β ≥ 1

(44)

where

ψ3 =
⎧⎨
⎩

lf if min
(

Pd, 1−P(1)
f , . . . , 1−P(ls−1)

f

)
= Pd

lf −x if min
(

Pd, 1−P(1)
f , . . . , 1−P(ls−1)

f

)
=1−P(x)

f .

(45)
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Integer α = ∑β

n=1 αn, and αn is given by:

αn =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⌊
ψ1
ls

⌋
if n = 1 and β = 1⌊

m
ls

⌋
if n = 1 and β ≥ 2⌊

lf −ls
ls

⌋
if 2 ≤ n ≤ β − 1 and β ≥ 3⌊

ψ2−ls
ls

⌋
if n = β and β ≥ 2

(46)

where

{ψ1, ψ2} =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

{m, lf }
if P

(i−[(β−1)lf +m])
f > 1 − Pd{

i, i − [
(β − 2)lf + m

]}
if P

(i−[(β−1)lf +m])
f < 1 − Pd.

(47)

In the derivation of (41) and throughout the rest of this paper,
we assume Pd > P(i)

f , Pd >Pf , P(i)
f <0.5, and Pf <0.5 for 1 ≤

i ≤ ls − 1, since this is true for the operating point of interest.
The derivation of the upper bound for conditional probability

of missed synchronization given the correct timing μ ∈ 
m,
PUB

ms|μ∈
m
, is similar to that of PrUB(μ̂ = i|μ ∈ 
m), and is

accomplished by dividing the joint event set into multiple
disjoint event sets such that the last event set has the smallest
probability (i.e., 1 − Pd). The division of sets and derivation of
PUB

ms|μ∈
m
are shown in Appendix A. Therefore, we get:

Pms|μ∈
m ≤ PUB
ms|μ∈
m

= (1 − Pd)
Nf (1 − Pf )

ζ (48)

where ζ = ∑Nf +1
n=1 ζn, and ζn is given by:

ζn =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

⌊
m
ls

⌋
if n = 1⌊

lf −ls
ls

⌋
if 2 ≤ n ≤ Nf⌊

lf −1−m
ls

⌋
if n = Nf + 1.

(49)

By assuming the correct timing is equally likely to be any
timing in a frame, the upper bound for probability of false syn-
chronization Pfs and for probability of missed synchronization
Pms is

PX ≤ 1

lf

lf −1∑
m=0

PUB
X|μ∈
m

(50)

where event X = {fs, ms} stands for the event of false syn-
chronization or missed synchronization, respectively. Given the
correct timing μ ∈ 
m, the upper bound of conditional average
reception duration lrx|μ∈
m is:

lrx|μ∈
m ≤ lUB
rx|μ∈
m

=
l−1∑
i=0

PUB
μ̂=i|μ∈
m

(i + ls)+PUB
ms|μ∈
m

(Nf lf +ls−1).

(51)

Fig. 5. Probability of false synchronization, probability of missed synchro-
nization and average reception duration for DHT at Eb/N0 = −17 dB.
Simulation parameters are as follows: sync word length ls = 1023, frame length
lf = 86 400, maximum search window l = 86 400.

Similarly, by assuming the correct timing is equally likely to be
any timing in a frame, the upper bound for average reception
duration lrx is

lrx ≤ 1

lf

lf −1∑
m=0

lUB
rx|μ∈
m

. (52)

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR SEQUENTIAL

SYNCHRONIZATION TECHNIQUES

A. Approximate and Upper Bound of Performance

Fig. 5 shows the probability of false synchronization Pfs,
probability of missed synchronization Pms and average recep-
tion duration lrx for hypothesis testing based on the proposed
DHT. Since the relationship between simulations and analysis
is similar for other hypothesis testing techniques, we only show
results for DHT here. Three types of numerical results are
shown, including simulation, approximation and upper bound
of the metrics. The parameters used in the simulations are the
same as those proposed for the Long mode of the WWVB
enhanced broadcast [16]: the length-1023 sync word is the
PN sequence with generating polynomial of x10 + x3 + 1 and
initial state of 1100010011 in binary, and frame length is 86 400
bits (i.e. the sequence appears once in a day). In the evaluation,
the maximum search window l is 86 400. As seen in Fig. 5,
both the approximate and upper bound of performance metrics
closely capture the true performance. Since the exact perfor-
mance depends on the sync word used, and it is impossible to
simulate the performance of all sync words of length 1023 and
study the accuracy of the approximate performance metrics, it
is useful to also evaluate the upper bound of the performance
metrics, which is only slightly higher than the approximate
metrics.

B. Performance Tradeoffs and Comparison Between Point
Estimation and Hypothesis Testing

Simulations and the analytical upper bound are used to study
the tradeoff between Pfs, Pms, and lrx with the 106-bit sync word
in WWVB Medium mode and lf = 1800 at Eb/N0 = −7 dB.
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Fig. 6. Probability of false synchronization, probability of missed synchro-
nization and average reception duration with sync word length ls = 106 and
frame length lf = 1800 at Eb/N0 = −7 dB. (a) Probability of false synchro-
nization versus average reception duration. (b) Probability of missed synchro-
nization versus average reception duration.

Perfect receiver CSI is assumed. Two values of maximum
search window, l = Nf lf , are used to study the effects of this
parameter. The performance of sequential hypothesis testing
and point estimation based on correlation and ML criterion
[1] are compared. While different values of lrx for hypothesis
testing are achieved by varying thresholds, for point estimation
lrx is fixed, since the reception duration equals the frame length.

Fig. 6(a) shows Pfs versus the simulated lrx. Compared with
point estimation, hypothesis testing exhibits a performance ad-
vantage. Specifically, for the same average energy consumption
(equivalently lrx), hypothesis testing techniques have lower Pfs

than those of point estimation techniques. The disadvantage
of hypothesis testing, however, is non-zero Pms, as shown
in Fig. 6(b). Since point estimation always makes a timing
decision after receiving for a duration of a frame, Pms is
always zero. Therefore, it is clear that the hypothesis testing can
outperform point estimation with higher reliability (lower Pfs)
and lower energy consumption (lower lrx), while having a non-
zero Pms that reduces as l increases. We prove in Appendix B

that increasing Nf (or l) can guarantee Pfs ≤ φ1 and Pms < φ2
for arbitrarily small 0 < φ2 < 1, if

Pf (η) ≤ Pd(η)φ1

lf − 1
(53)

is true for at least one value of η. It is also shown in Appendix B
that lrx < lf for any arbitrary maximum search window if

Pf (η) ≤ Pd(η)2(0.5lf + 0.5 − ls)

l2f −lf +
(
−0.5l2f +lf ls+lf −ls+0.5

)
Pd(η)−lf Pd(η)2

(54)

is true for at least one value of η.
With the parameters used in the evaluation, both inequalities

(53) and (54) are satisfied, and hence hypothesis testing can
have better reliability and lower energy consumption than point
estimation, while having an arbitrarily small Pms.

Fig. 6 also shows the tradeoff between reliability, energy
consumption, and ability to lock onto an estimated timing.
For a given maximum search window, as the decision thresh-
old becomes stricter, the average energy consumption (or lrx)
increases and Pfs decreases, indicating the tradeoff between
energy consumption and reliability. On the other hand, as the
decision threshold becomes looser, both lrx and Pms decrease,
indicating the connection between energy consumption and
the ability to capture a timing: a synchronizer that exhibits
better ability to lock onto a timing is likely to have lower
energy consumption, since the frame timing is more likely
to be found before the maximum search window is reached.
Further, Pms increases as Pfs decreases, either by varying the
threshold given a fixed maximum search window, or by varying
the maximum search window given a fixed threshold. The
relationship between Pms and Pfs indicates the tradeoff between
the synchronizer’s reliability and the synchronizer’s ability to
lock onto a timing given a fixed period of search time. Similar
to what has been indicated by the ROC in Fig. 1(b), the
performance from best to worst is LRT, DHT, correlation and
GLRTd, where superior performance means lower Pfs or Pms

with the same lrx. Since the Pfs and Pms of LRT and DHT are
very close, DHT exhibits superiority since no CSI is required at
the receiver to maintain a desired operating point.

C. Implications of ls and lf

The sync word length in the simulations above is only about
6% of the entire length of a frame. Compared with the reception
duration for conventional point estimation (lf ), the average
reception duration of hypothesis testing can be significantly
reduced. For example, as shown in Fig. 6(a), the average
reception duration for hypothesis testing (Nf = 1) is 70% less
than that of point estimation with the same Pfs. However, if the
sync word length is longer with respect to the frame length,
the advantage of hypothesis testing in reception duration may
diminish.

Therefore, to quantify the impact of relative sync word
length on the advantage of hypothesis testing, simulations are
performed with a fixed ls = 106 and different lf at SNR of
−9 dB. The maximum search window l is equal to 3lf for
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Fig. 7. Average reception duration for different relative sync word lengths
with Nf = 3 at Eb/N0 = −9 dB.

hypothesis testing in order to guarantee that Pms < 10−3 for
all frame lengths. Fig. 7 shows the average reception duration
for ML point estimation and hypothesis testing for different
relative sync word lengths. For each relative sync word length,
the operating point of hypothesis testing is selected such that its
Pfs is the same as that of ML point estimation.

As shown in Fig. 7, DHT has significant reduction in re-
ception duration only if the relative sync word length is short.
For longer relative sync word length, DHT requires longer
reception duration due to the incapability to cyclically reuse
the received signal. In coherent detection, if the frame length is
fixed and known, a completed received sync word can always be
found in the length-lf received signal by regarding the received
signal as cyclic shifts of sync word and random data [1], [27],
[30]. Therefore, the reception duration of point estimation lrx

equals lf . In contrast, we assume that hypothesis testing only
buffers ls symbols at a time and discards the previously received
symbols. Therefore, although the buffer size of hypothesis
testing can be smaller, the maximum reception duration for
hypothesis testing when receiving a frame is lf + ls − 1, which
is higher than that of point estimation by (ls − 1)/lf . Hence,
hypothesis testing may require longer reception time in order
to achieve the same Pfs as point estimation, especially if ls/lf
is large.

To achieve cyclic reuse of the received signal for hypothesis
testing, modified hypothesis testing is introduced, where the
first ls − 1 symbols of each received frame are also buffered,
extending the buffer size to 2ls − 1 or lf (whichever is smaller).
Note that the extended buffer size for hypothesis testing is
no larger than that for point estimation. For example, for the
lf − 1th estimated timing, the received symbols in evaluation
for modified hypothesis testing are [rlf −1, r0, r1, . . . , rls−2],
where [r0, r1, . . . , rls−2] are the buffered symbols which were
received at the beginning of the reception. In contrast, the re-
ceived symbols in evaluation for conventional implementation
of hypothesis testing are [rlf −1, rlf , rlf +1, . . . , rlf +ls−2], where
[rlf , rlf +1, . . . , rlf +ls−2] are the additionally received symbols.
As also shown in Fig. 7, the reception duration of the modified
DHT is shorter compared with DHT, especially when the sync
word is relatively long. Compared with point estimation, the

reduction in reception duration of modified DHT becomes less
than 10% if the sync word occupies more than 40% of the
entire frame. In such cases, it is clear that point estimation
is preferred since it has the same performance and a simpler
implementation.

VI. CONCLUSION

A sequential synchronization algorithm using division based
hypothesis testing (DHT) is proposed and analyzed. The ROC
of DHT is shown to be very close to that of the optimal LRT,
and better than that of GLRT with unknown distribution of data.
Unlike existing sequential synchronization techniques (LRT,
GLRT and correlation), DHT does not require CSI to maintain
the desired operating point or to choose a threshold to guarantee
reliability (probability of false alarm), and is therefore robust
against unpredictable variations and imperfect estimation of
channel gain and SNR.

Further, three performance metrics are used to fairly compare
the performance of sequential synchronization and point esti-
mation. The three performance metrics, including probability
of false synchronization Pfs, probability of missed synchroniza-
tion Pms and the average reception duration lrx, together reflect
the tradeoff between reliability, capability of locking onto a
timing, and energy consumption of the sequential synchronizer.
Analysis shows that these tradeoffs can be effectively controlled
by varying the decision threshold and the maximum search
window. Approximations and upper bounds for the perfor-
mance metrics are derived. Further, we show that hypothesis
testings can achieve better reliability and lower average energy
consumption than those of point estimation, at the cost of an
arbitrarily small probability of missed synchronization.

A modified implementation of hypothesis testing is proposed
to reduce the reception duration at the cost of a larger buffer
size. The impact of relative sync word length on the perfor-
mance comparison between (modified) hypothesis testing and
point estimation is quantified. It is concluded that hypothesis
testing has a clear performance advantage over point estimation
only if the sync word is relatively short with respect to frame
length (less than 20%).

Future work will take into account the large and time-varying
frequency offset at the receiver, such as that experienced in
RCC receivers [16], [19]. Potential interference should also be
considered in designing the synchronization framework.

APPENDIX A
TIGHTER UPPER BOUND OF Pr(μ̂ = i|μ ∈ 
m)

AND Pms|μ∈
m

To tighten the upper bound, the smallest Pr(Wk ≤ η) is
chosen as the last event of each set. In the operating point of
interest, Pf is much lower than Pd, i.e., Pr(Wk ≤ η)  Pr(Wj ≤
η) for all k �∈ 
m and j ∈ 
m. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 8, the
division of disjoint event sets, except the last set, are aligned
with the correct timings, such that the correct timing is the last
event of the event set, if possible. Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) show,
respectively, the case when i is the correct timing, and i is
within ls symbols after the correct timing. In such cases, the last
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Fig. 8. Illustration of tighter upper bound of PUB
μ̂=i|μ∈
m

in (42). (a) In case

0 < βlf + m − i < ls. (b) In case i ∈ {m, . . . , lf (Nf − 1) + m}. (c) In case 0 <

i − ((β − 1)lf + m) < ls, where β ≥ 1. (d) In case i − ((β − 1)lf + m) ≥ ls
where β ≥ 1.

Fig. 9. Illustration of tighter upper bound of PUB
ms|μ∈
m

in (48).

event of the last set is the event with smaller probability within

[1 − P(1)
f , . . . , 1 − P(ls−1)

f , Pd] and [1 − Pd, P
(i−[(β−1)lf +m])
f ].

Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(d) show, respectively, the case when i is
within ls symbols before the correct timing, and i is ls symbols
away from the correct timing, where the last event of the last set

is simply Wi > η. Note that � = �(lf − ls)/� lf −ls
ls

�� for calcula-

tion of PUB
μ̂=i|μ∈
m

in Fig. 8. In the case � lf −ls
ls

� = 0, there does
not exist a disjoint event set between the two event sets with
correct timing, and thus � does not exist. The four cases shown
in Fig. 8(a)–8(d) can be formulated mathematically by (42).

In case of missed synchronization, the joint probability is
Pr{W0 ≤ η, . . . , Wl−1 ≤ η}. Similar to the tighter upper bound
of PUB(μ̂ = i|μ ∈ 
m), since Pd  Pf , the division of disjoint
event sets are aligned with the correct timings, such that the
correct timing is the last event of the event set, if possible.
Illustrated by Fig. 9, the upper bound of PUB

ms|μ∈
m
can be

mathematically formulated by (48). Note that ε = �(lf − 1 −
m)/� lf −1−m

ls
�� in Fig. 9. Similar to �, in the case � lf −1−m

ls
� = 0,

there does not exist a disjoint event set after the last correct
timing, and thus ε does not exist.

APPENDIX B
SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR Pfs < φ1 Pms < φ2

AND lrx < L WITH LARGE Nf

According to (41), (42), (48), and (51), looser upper bounds
for Pfs, Pms and lrx can be given in direct form by:

Pfs ≤ (lf − 1)Pf

Nf −1∑
i=0

(1 − Pd)
i (55)

Pms ≤ (1 − Pd)
Nf (56)

and

lrx ≤ 1

lf

lf −1∑
m=0

Nf −1∑
i=0

lf −1∑
j=0
j �=m

Pf (1 − Pd)
i(ilf + j + ls)

+ 1

lf

lf −1∑
m=0

Nf −1∑
i=0

Pd(1 − Pd)
i(ilf + m + ls)

+ Pms(Nf lf + ls − 1)

=
Nf −1∑
i=0

Pf (1−Pd)
i

(
ilf (lf −1)+ (lf − 1)2

2
+ls(lf −1)

)

+
Nf −1∑
i=0

Pd(1 − Pd)
i
(

ilf + lf − 1

2
+ ls

)

+ Pms(Nf lf + ls − 1). (57)

From (55), (56), and (57), it can be shown that when Nf → ∞,
the upper limit of Pfs, lrx and the lower limit of Pms are given
respectively by:

lim
Nf →∞ Pfs = (lf − 1)Pf

Pd
(58)

lim
Nf →∞ Pms = 0 (59)

and

lim
Nf →∞ lrx = Pf

Pd

(
−0.5l2f + lf ls + lf − ls + 0.5

)

+ Pf

P2
d

(
l2f − lf

)
− Pf lf + 0.5lf − 0.5 + ls. (60)

Therefore,

Pfs ≤ φ1 (61)

and Pms ≤ φ2. (62)

for any 0 < φ2 < 1 and any φ1 if

Pf (η) ≤ Pd(η)φ1

lf − 1
(63)

can be satisfied for at least one value of η. Further, it is
guaranteed that

lrx < L (64)
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for any positive real number L with large Nf if

Pf (η)≤ Pd(η)2(L − 0.5lf + 0.5 − ls)

l2f −lf +
(
−0.5l2f +lf ls+lf −ls+0.5

)
Pd(η)−lf Pd(η)2

(65)

is true for at least one value of η. If there is a η that can satisfy
both (63) and (65), all three conditions (61), (62), and (64) can
be met.
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